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1. Such as vs lik
During the process, a threat, like such as the foreign forces, is posed within the boundaries of Korean society…

Commented [J1]: Beware of such as/like confusion

2. Tense1
In this paper, we studied study the newly-developed method using ABC, which is…
3. Tense 2
In another session, the volunteers were looking looked up at papers with questions….

Commented [J2]: Maintain present verb tense consistency
when referring to contents of paper. As per academic
convention, past or pp for experimentation/procedure
and present for findings/facts.
Commented [J3]: Maintain past verb tense consistency
when referring to former events/experimentation.

4. Hyphen
Map matching Map-matching logic

Commented [J4]: Hyphen/s added to denote compound
adjective

Compound adjectives are two or more words that together make an adjective. When they come directly before a noun, they’re known as compound modifiers and
usually have a hyphen, like “noise-canceling headphones.”
-They had a long-term relationship.
5. Verb related to numerical value
Density of the ABC device is improved increased up to 50-fold by DEF under the light ….

Commented [.5]: “improved” was ambiguous—ok?

6. Use formal words in the beginning
And Moreover, ABC and DEF failed during the process.

Commented [.6]: While "but," "also," and "or" may be used
to start sentences in informal writing, a replacement
should be used for a more formal tone.

But However, I think, they welcome the return for life if we have….

Commented [.7]: While "but," "also," and "or" may be used
to start sentences in informal writing, a replacement
should be used for a more formal tone.

Also . In addition, the number of people go the college….

Commented [.8]: While "but," "also," and "or" may be used
to start sentences in informal writing, a replacement
should be used for a more formal tone.

Also Additionally, people have a tendency to ….

Commented [J9]: Avoid starting sentences with also, but,
and, so, or then in academic/formal writing.
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And also Moreover, after participating in the social group, they tend to work harder….

Commented [.10]: While "but," "also," and "or" may be
used to start sentences in informal writing, a replacement
should be used for a more formal tone.

So Consequently,when the concentration of FBS was reduced to 5% and retinoic acid was added

Commented [Editor11]: Similar to “especially”, it is
unusual to begin a sentence with “so”. I have revised the
sentence to remove this.

NextSubsequently, CACNA1 E and CACNA1 I, two of the calcium channels, were amplified
Especially In particular, in the field of neurology, LIPS is known to have a positive effect on axonal
7. A, B, C, and D (US) VS A, B, C and D (UK)
Several of the major labels began the production such as A, B, C, and D
Several of the major labels began the production such as A, B, C and D

Commented [Editor12]: Too informal in academic writing.
Commented [Editor13]: It is very unusual to start a
sentence with “especially”, “In particular…” creates a much
smoother flow with the appropriate tone for academic
writing.
Commented [J14]: Please note that the US serial comma
has been removed throughout, as per UK English
convention.

8. Use abbreviation at first
What is used was an artificial neural network (ANN) for the research because….

Commented [.15]: This is best spelled out at first mention.

9. Use – instead of ~
The news data was split into A (2007~–2010), B (2010~-2013)

Commented [.16]: En dash used of ranges, as per English
language convention.

10. Avoid using /
Micro /or nanotechnology is the research field that requires…

Commented [S.17]: For formal writings, avoid using the
slash sign, and use the coordinating conjunctions “and” or
“or” instead.

11. Avoid using abbreviation
Since the system was installed, I’ve I have eagerly observed the results…

Commented [NKH18]: Avoid using contractions in
academic writing.

12. Spoken Language vs. Written Language

Commented [Editor19]: “On the other hand” is very
informal colloquial language. I have suggest “Conversely”
which provides the same meaning but with a more formal
tone.

On the other handConversely, the 40° wedge indenter showed demonstrated an almost very different…………
13. Academic Writing Words [Too informal in academic writing!]
As shown can be seen in Fig. 31, a low- pressure zone, where the measured localized pressure is about approximately 30–-40 MPa or below…...

Commented [Editor20]: “about” is a somewhat vague and
informal word to use in academic writing.
“Approximately” conveys the same meaning in a more
formal tone suitable for the academic manuscript.
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After Following the addition of 20 µLμl of water, the pellet…

Commented [Editor21]: Too informal in tone.

14. Spell out a number when the number is less than 10
A Poodle (sSpayed female, 2 kg, and 13 years -old) had been treated during for 3 three years in our animal hospital.

Commented [IMH22]: Numbers under ten are typically
spelled out.

15. Compare with – to emphasize differences vs. compare to – measure A against B
Its operation cost is relatively low compared withto that of page-mapped FTL.
例) Thus, life has been compared to a pilgrimage, to a drama, to a battle; Congress may be compared with the British Parliament. Paris has been compared to
ancient Athens; it may be compared with modern London.

Commented [KJ23]: “Compare with” vs. “Compare to”:
use “compare with” to emphasize differences.
http://www.dailywritingtips.com/compared-to-orcompared-with/

